“This debut novel, inspired by the life of the

a beautiful,
deliberate and satisfying story
author’s Korean mother, is

spanning 30 years of Korean history.”
—Publishers Weekly, starred review
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“My parents’ stories seemed to carry an
urgency meant to instill a Korean identity that
was seeping from us with each new American
word learned, each Korean word lost.”

“The writings grew and I soon realized I couldn’t
do justice to the vividness of my family’s stories
unless I could make them come more alive—
through fiction.”

An interview with

Eugenia Kim

Eugenia Kim’s mother, Alice Hahn Hyegyoung
Kim, at age 15 graduating from sixth class—the
earliest extant photograph of the woman whose
life inspired The Calligrapher’s Daughter.

The Calligrapher’s Daughter is your first novel. Why this story
and this subject?

L

Kim used this image of her father, Jacob Sungduk
Kim (age 25 in 1934) as the photograph that
introduced the marriage prospect Calvin Cho to
Najin, the lead character in her novel. The photo
of Alice with bobbed hair wearing a Chinese-style
dress inspired several details about the betrothal,
wedding and plans for an American education.

Jacob and Alice on their wedding day, August 31,
1937, in Manchuria.

ike many immigrant parents, mine often talked about their lives in
the old country—for them, Korea. They had only intended to stay
in America for a year, but the outbreak of the Korean War changed all
that. Three of my siblings were born in Korea; three of us were born here,
including me, the youngest. My parents’ stories seemed to carry an urgency
meant to instill a Korean identity that was seeping from us with each new
American word learned, each Korean word lost. Tales about fending off
starvation by eating mudworms for protein, about symbolic dreams and
learning the high language of the king’s court, or the secret story my mother
never told my father about the horrors of living with his parents while he
studied theology in America, spanned the gaping generational and cultural
distances between us. I didn’t always appreciate my parents, but their stories
always captured me.
About a dozen years ago I started writing a true ghost story about
my maternal grandfather. The story kept growing and wouldn’t let me go.
Though that writing is still unfinished, it was a touchstone for the wealth of
family lore I’d heard throughout my life. I also quickly discovered there were
very few books in English about Korean life during the Japanese occupation
and even fewer from a woman’s point of view. With Asia’s long tradition
of suppressing the female voice, this vacuum felt more like a silence than
an oversight, intriguing me further. The writings grew and I soon realized I
couldn’t do justice to the vividness of my family’s stories unless I could make
them come more alive—through fiction.

“This writing radically changed my regard of my
mother and my father (who died in 1987),
as well as my own Korean American identity,
in the most enriching, positive way.”
Your mother passed away in 2003, before you finished writing
The Calligrapher’s Daughter. Did she know you were working
on this book? Did writing about Najin—who, while fictional,
is based on the life of your mother—change the way you
thought about your mother’s life and experiences?
One of the more compelling stories
from Kim’s novel is based on the true
story of how, after one day of marriage,
Kim’s parents were involuntarily
separated for nearly a decade—
a separation that grew increasingly
complicated as Japan waged war with
China and then attacked Pearl Harbor.
In America, Kim’s father attended
several seminaries and worked as a
houseboy while her mother lived in
poverty in Korea.
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y mother was a writer herself and immensely creative—from the
delicate dumplings she shaped to the Easter dresses she sewed for
five daughters. She always encouraged us in arts and education and knew
I had gone back to school to study writing and literature. I remember her
vague reaction when I asked her permission to write her story. She was
amused that I was interested in yaenal-dae, the olden days, and shrugged
as if she didn’t care or as if it were inappropriate to show she might have
been pleased, or perhaps she didn’t believe it would come to anything. I was
fortunate to have had opportunities to interview my mother about several
events and details before she passed. Sometimes she’d be too impatient
to answer the simplest things I’d ask, such as what days were market days
and how did they bathe? Her English was better than my Korean, but only
slightly, so our conversations were often half-grasped and just as often
frustrating. Was she proud of my work and my writing? We rarely spoke of
such things in my family, an aspect of her character and upbringing I came
to accept with broader understanding when I worked on this novel. So yes,
and yes. It’s like the ultimate case of putting oneself in another’s shoes.
This writing radically changed my regard of my mother and my father (who
died in 1987), as well as my own Korean American identity, in the most
enriching, positive way.

Najin’s father, the calligrapher Han, is extremely traditional
in his ways. Do you think he is afraid of change, or simply
stubborn? What does he gain by maintaining old customs?
A chance encounter with a G.I. led to
a friendship that allowed Kim’s mother
to send a letter through military mail to
her husband, whom she hadn’t heard
from in years. The couple reunited in
the fall of 1945. Jacob became a civilian
field officer in the U.S. Army in order to
return to Korea to find his bride.
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think Han is less fearful than prideful and righteous. Perhaps, like anyone in
a maelstrom, he clings to what he knows best because that’s all he sees is
available to him. Unlike Najin, whose life began at the dawn of the Japanese
occupation, Han as a child had witnessed the serenity of aristocratic life that
was governed by laws fully detailed in the classics he studied and lived—not
unlike any orthodox religious life. I think that Han does find peace, and
a surprise discovery of a modern ability to love and respect beyond the
constraints of tradition.

“Kim has excelled at portraying Najin
as a spirited yet loyal daughter and wife
while exposing a tragic time during
Korea’s sustained history as a nation.”
—LIRARY JOURNAL

Y

ou explore faith in The Calligrapher’s Daughter with
great interest and sensitivity—Najin’s family is Christian,
though they also hold some Confucian beliefs, and others
in her neighborhood are Buddhist. Why do you think
Christianity took root in Korea? How does Najin’s father justify
his conversion?

I
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Some of the Korean and
Korean American writers
whose work has been
meaningful to me are
Younghill Kang, Induk Pahk,
Moo-Sook Hahn, Chang-Rae
Lee and Susan Choi.

t’s a little known fact that Korea is the only nation where Christianity
began without the benefit of a missionary presence. Sometime in the late
1600s, Korean emissaries making their regular trek to China for exchange
of ideas and goods brought back Christian books and tracts. Many Korean
scholars and statesmen scoffed at the Western religion, but others were
stirred by the writings and converted, baptizing themselves.
Until the modern age, Korea remained an isolated agrarian nation with
rampant corruption in the landowning elite. It’s likely that the promise of
a heavenly reward excited the imaginations of peasants and slaves who
shouldered extreme poverty and hardship. Once the missionaries were
ensconced, their humanitarian programs generously met the people’s
pressing needs. Many Christian lessons parallel the orthodoxy of NeoConfucianism, which is uniquely Korean in its strict interpretation of Zhu
Xi’s Confucian doctrine. Christianity’s tenets, and Catholic and Protestant
morality, weren’t that different from existing practices of right living, which
made it easier for Koreans—and the calligrapher Han in particular—to
believe.

How has your reading life informed your writing life? Which
writers have most influenced your work?

R

eading fuels the writing in the same way as seeing a great movie,
listening to music, walking the beach or seeing an art exhibition, just
more so. I became a writer later in life so it’s hard to say which writers were
most influential, but authors whose books left lasting impressions include
James Baldwin, Maxine Hong Kingston, Toni Morrison, Fyodor Dostoevsky,
Flannery O’Connor, Robert Heinlein and Alexander Dumas. Some of the
Korean and Korean American writers whose work has been meaningful to
me are Younghill Kang, Induk Pahk, Moo-Sook Hahn, Chang-Rae Lee and
Susan Choi.

Questions for Discussion
1. Najin’s father, the calligrapher Han, is very traditional. Did he fear change or was he
simply stubborn? What did change represent to him? What does he gain by maintaining old
customs? What does he lose? Did your perceptions of him change as the novel progressed?
2. While Najin is the primary narrator of The Calligrapher’s Daughter, many chapters are
written from the points-of-view of her father and her mother. How did seeing Najin’s world
from their perspective alter your understanding of it?
3. Najin experiences faith and belief in varying degrees. When does her faith feel strongest
to her, and when does it ebb? Why do you think she is unable to sustain a consistent belief?
Given her conflicted feelings about religion, did you think she made the right decision to
marry a seminarian?
4. Most of the married couples in The Calligrapher’s Daughter face severe stresses during at
least one point of their relationship. Discuss the different challenges thrust upon them, as well
as how they deal with them. What does this novel say about love? What does it say about
fidelity?
5. Ilsun, Najin’s brother (whom she calls Dongsaeng), often seems to bring trouble upon
himself and his family. What special pressures does he face as the firstborn son? Could you
empathize at all with his behaviors?
6. Despite the Korean Confucian standard of male supremacy during that era, many of the
women in The Calligrapher’s Daughter managed to find meaning and fulfillment in their lives.
How did Najin’s mother, her mother-in-law and her two sisters-in-law (Unsook and Meeja)
find strength to make personal choices within the confines of their roles? What opportunities
did the servant women have to marshal inner resources and the ability to make choices?
7. Najin and her mother seem to share a deep understanding of all the best qualities in a
mother-daughter relationship, yet the word “love” is never spoken. What are some of those
qualities and how were they conveyed?
8. As an adult, Najin tries to keep her personal trials to herself, such as her silence about the
torture she witnessed in prison. Where did her ability to suppress feelings stem from? Could
she have been more expressive? When might it have served her better if she were more
forthcoming with her feelings and difficulties?
9. The estate in Gaeseong has deep significance to the family, especially to Han who has rarely
left it, and Najin who has often left and returned, enabling her to recognize its significance.
How is the family estate a metaphor for Korea during the Japanese occupation?
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10. Five years after this novel ends, the Korean War began. It ended three bloody years later
with an armistice agreement that partitioned the nation into North and South. Considering
Korea’s history of isolationism and the oppressive period depicted in The Calligrapher’s
Daughter, do you think there are parallels between the Japanese occupation and the military
dictatorships of Kim Il-sung and Kim Jong-il in what is now the most insular and isolated
nation in the world?
11. Eugenia Kim has said that her novel was inspired by the life of her mother, and that the
“writing experience radically changed my regard for my mother and my father, as well as my
own Korean-American identity, in the most enriching, positive way.” Are there stories in your
own family’s history that might contain the seeds of a novel?

